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Astrophysics has traditionally been pursued at astronomical observatories and on theorists’
computers. Observations record images from space, and theoretical models are developed to explain
the observations. A component often missing has been the ability to test theories and models in an
experimental setting where the initial and final states are well characterized. Intense lasers are now
being used to recreate aspects of astrophysical phenomena in the laboratory, allowing the creation
of experimental testbeds where theory and modeling can be quantitatively tested against data. We
describe here several areas of astrophysics—supernovae, supernova remnants, gamma-ray bursts,
and giant planets—where laser experiments are under development to test our understanding of

















































Modern intense lasers produce energy densities in s
millimeter-scale volumes large enough to access phenom
that otherwise appear only in energetic astrophysical s
tems. Matter can be reproducibly prepared in conditions
are equivalent, in a rigorously scaled sense, to those in l
astrophysical systems. Examples of areas that can be stu
include: strong shock phenomena, high Mach number j
strongly coupled plasmas, compressible hydrodynamic in
bilities, radiation flow, photoevaporation front hydrodynam
ics, and fundamental properties such as opacities and e
tions of state. Consequently, a vibrant new field of resea
is emerging—laboratory astrophysics with intense lasers1
Traditional laboratory astrophysics has generally
cused on measuring fundamental ‘‘input’’ parameters s
as nuclear reaction cross sections and opacities. These
damental ‘‘input’’ quantities are required in models of ph
nomena such as stellar pulsations and supernova light cu
A new category of laser astrophysics experiments is aime
probing astrophysical dynamics directly by creating sca
reproductions of the astrophysical systems in the laborat
This allows the ‘‘output’’ of astrophysics theories and mo
eling to be tested directly, where the initial and final sta
are well characterized. We present a brief review of
emerging field of ‘‘laser astrophysics,’’ selecting expe
ments for discussion that are relevant to: supernovae~Sec.
























II !, supernova remnants~Sec. III!, gamma ray bursts~Sec.
IV !, and the giant planets.~Sec. V!.
II. SUPERNOVAE
Core-collapse supernovae represent the dramatic
point of one of nature’s most impressive cycles: the life a
death of a massive star.2–6 The final death throes of the sta
are spent in a high-stakes ‘‘tug of war’’ pitting quantu
mechanical degeneracy pressure against the more fam
gravitational pressure. The outcome determines whether
final state of the star is a white dwarf, neutron star, or bla
hole, and is based on the strength of the degeneracy pres
to withstand the radially inward tug of gravity.7 Stars with
initial masses of 1 – 8M ( ~where M ( corresponds to the
mass of the sun! finish their hydrogen burning while thei
cores are not yet degenerate. They undergo core contrac
which raises the core density and temperature sufficientl
trigger He burning. These stars subsequently loose mas
fectively, and end their lifetimes as white dwarfs, wi
masses of;0.6M ( . White dwarfs are supported by th
pressure of the degenerate electrons in their interiors, tha
it is the quantum mechanical Pauli exclusion principle th
prevents further collapse. The maximum mass possible f
white dwarf is the Chandrashekar limiting mass,MCh
'1.4M ( . Larger stars have high enough temperatures
their cores to continue the nuclear fusion burning cycle up
Fe. Once the core reaches Fe, the nuclear fusion reaction
longer release net energy~because the nuclear binding e
ergy per nucleon is maximum in Fe, at nearly 9 Me
nucleon!, and the thermonuclear fires are extinguished. T
mass of the Fe core continues to grow as the surround




































































1642 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Remington et al.Fe core mass exceeds;1.4M ( . At this point, there is no
longer sufficient heat produced in the core to balance coo
by neutrino emission and photonuclear dissociation, and
core surrenders to gravity, triggering a catastrophic grav
tional collapse that is over in a matter of seconds. This c
lapse is arrested only when the core density reaches th
degenerate nuclear matter (;231014g/cm3). The Fermi de-
generacy pressure,Pdeg;r
2/3, increases sufficiently to sto
the implosion, and a spectacular nuclear rebound oc
whose strength is determined by the equation of state~EOS!
of bulk nuclear matter. By a mechanism still debated, t
launches the powerful outward-propagating shock that
‘‘stalls’’ in the infalling matter, then gets re-energized b
convection and by energy deposition due to neutrinos e
ted from the core. Collective plasma effects may be involv
in the neutrino energy deposition.8 The shock thus restarted
traverses the overlaying layers and effectively blows the
apart. Thus, the catastrophic end of the stellar core marks
spectacular beginning of a core-collapse supernova. This
plosive birth is observed as a bright flash of UV light, fo
lowed by an extended period of enormous luminosity,
illustrated by the light curve for SN1987A in Fig. 1~a!.4,9,10If
the core has a mass larger than 2 – 3M ( , the core collapse
continues to form a black hole, otherwise a neutron sta
formed.
A. Supernova light curves
The visual supernova~SN! commences when the shoc
breaks out through the surface of the star about an hour
the core collapses,4 as shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a! from a
calculation for SN1987A. There is a sudden increase in
fective temperature to 20–40 eV~Ref. 10! and luminosity,
followed by a rapid drop in both quantities, as the s
expands and cools adiabatically.@The effective temperature
~or ‘‘brightness temperature’’! Teff is defined by L
54pRphotosphere
2 sTeff
4 ; where L is the luminosity ~erg/s!,
Rphotosphereis the radius of the photosphere, ands is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The color temperature is
fined by the spectral shape, andTcolor5(223)Teff for these
conditions.11# About 30 min after shock breakout, the lum
nosity approaches a constant value, as the recombina
front, which determines the photosphere, moves inward
mass at roughly the constant temperature~for hydrogen! of
6000 K. After some 20–40 days, the heat from the radio
tive core, heated by Compton scattering of theg-rays pro-
duced from56Ni, 56Co, and44Ti, reaches the photospher
and the light curve rises up in a broad secondary maxim
@Fig. 1~a!#. Subsequently, the decay of the light curve
monotonic in time at a rate determined by the half-lives
the various radioactive nuclei that serve as the heat sou
As the hot core nears the surface of the star, x-rays
g-rays were observed directly by satellite observatio
~Ginga/Mir! and various balloon-born experiments~SMM,
LM, CIT, FG!. The light curve contains a wealth of informa
tion about the star and its explosion. The luminosity var
directly with the explosion energy per unit mass,E/M , and
also depends on the initial radius of the star. For the sa
E/M , SN from small stars are not as bright, since mo































on average inversely proportional to the opacity, since low
opacity means shorter radiative diffusion times. Finally, t
light curve time evolution is sensitive to the degree that
core hydrodynamically mixes outwards into the envelo
bringing heat nearer to the photosphere. An ability to qu
titatively calculate an SN light curve would allow the intrin
sic brightness of the SN to be known. Comparison with
observed brightness would give its distance through the
panding photosphere method.12,13 Together with spectro-
scopic measurements of its red shift, this allows the Hub
constant,H0 , to be determined.
14 There are several aspec
to synthetic light curve calculations that could benefit fro
laboratory experiments, such as radiation flow, opacities,
hydrodynamic mixing.
Exploding stars create a homologous expansion, wh
each radiating region resides in a velocity gradient and s
plasma receding from it in all directions. In other words, t
absorbing regions are always red shifted relative to the e
ting regions. For photons emitted in one region to escape
star, they have to pass through ‘‘windows’’ in opacity, whe
the absorption probability is low. To be able to construc
synthetic light curve requires~1! access to high quality
FIG. 1. Supernova light curves and opacities.~a! Light curve for SN1987A
~reproduced from Ref. 4!. The ‘1’ symbols are the observed light curve, an
the thin solid line is an analytic model described in Ref. 4. The differ
dates indicated show when x-rays were first detected on day 139 by
Ginga/Mir experiment, wheng-rays from56Co were detected by the Sola
Maximum Mission~SMM! at day 178, and when subsequent detections
g-rays occurred by several balloon experiments~CIT, LM, FG!. The inset
shows a calculation of the evolution of temperature versus time as the s
breaks out the surface of the star.~b! Modeling and experimental measure
ments of the opacity of Fe at a temperature ofT559 eV and r
511 mg/cm3 ~reproduced from Ref. 16!. ~c! Experimental measurements o
radiation line transport through an expanding Al plasma with a large ve















































































1643Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 A review of astrophysics experiments on intense lasers~‘‘static’’ ! opacity tables, and~2! a radiation transport calcu
lation including the effects of the Doppler shifts in the opa
ity line and edge locations, due to the expansion. The opa
tables are produced by calculations with sophisticated op
ity codes such asOPAL.15
Experiments have been conducted on various lasers16–22
to measure the local thermonuclear equilibrium~LTE! opaci-
ties of a variety of materials~e.g., Fe, Ge, Na, Al! at tem-
peratures in the range of 10–75 eV and densities of 10
mg/cm3. As an example, we show in Fig. 1~b! the results of
a measurement of the opacity of Fe atTc259 eV andr
511 mg/cm3, where the Fe sample was radiatively heated
a laser-driven hohlraum.16 The measurement was made usi
an imaging, time-resolved, grating spectrometer. The t
tamped Fe foil contained an admixture of Na, whose opa
was measured simultaneously with the Fe opacity. The
radiographic spatial imaging gives the sample density. T
spectrum of the low-Z Na dopant, when compared withOPAL
calculations, gives the electron temperature. Hence, the o
ity of Fe was measured for known conditions ofTc and r.
~The experimental results shown in Fig. 1~b! are compared
with several different opacity calculations employing diffe
ent approximations.! The conclusion of this work was a
unambiguous demonstration of the need to include te
splitting in the opacity calculations. Models that neglect th
such as DCA, significantly underpredict the opaci
Complementary experiments are also being developed
Z-pinch facility to test LTE opacity codes at lower densitie
where there are greater differences between codes.23
Another experiment measured radiation line transpor
an expanding plasma24 @Fig. 1~c!#. The experiment studied
the structure of a doublet in the aluminum spectrum, a
wavelength near 7.18 Å. The emission occurs from an o
cally thick plasma with a significant velocity gradient, so th
emission in one line is often absorbed and re-emitted by
other line at another location in the plasma. The result
line structure is complex, but can be reproduced by mode
only when this expansion effect on the radiation transpor
taken into account. Hence, experiments are under deve
ment to test opacity calculations, both static and in exp
sion, aspects of which are relevant to SN light curves.
The 1-D modeling of light curves such as those
SN1987A, even with the most sophisticated opacities,
fail to reproduce the time evolution. It appears that additio
dynamics is at work. The modeling used to successfully
produce the light curve for SN1987A shown in Fig. 1~a!
assumes that the radioactive Ni, while centrally concentra
was distributed half-way to the surface of the star.4 This
suggests that large scale hydrodynamic mixing had to h
occurred after the56Ni was synthesized in the core in th
explosion. Hence, hydrodynamic instabilities appear to be
important ingredient in the dynamics of SN.
B. Instabilities in the explosion phase
A core-collapse SN is driven by an extremely power
shock, and strong shocks are the breeding ground of hy
dynamic instabilities, such as the Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! and


































Taylor instability occurs when a lower-density fluid accele
ates a higher-density fluid. The Richtmyer–Meshkov ins
bility is closely related, with the role of gravity replaced b
the inertia from an impulsive acceleration due to a sho
wave.
During the shock transit phase, the RM instability is tri
gered at each discontinuity in the density profile of the s
i.e., at the O–He and He–H ‘‘interfaces.’’ After shock tra
sit, hydrodynamic mixing continues due to the RT instab
ity, as the denser layers are decelerated by the lower-den
outer layers. The outward mixing of the higher-density,
dioactive core material~e.g., 56Ni, 56Co, 44Ti) brings the
radioactive heat source toward the surface of the star. Th
explosion products decay by the emission ofg-rays, which
Compton scatter off electrons in their vicinity. This rehea
the photosphere and causes the secondary maximum in
light curve at 40–120 days@Fig. 1~a!#. The RT mixing in-
duces this reinvigoration of the light curve to start earli
broadening the secondary maximum. Observations of
light curve of SN1987A unambiguously showed this broa
ening of the secondary peak, suggesting enhanced tran
from the core out to the photosphere.2,3 Two-dimensional
calculations of the development of the mixing at the O–
and He–H interfaces using the supernova co
PROMETHEUS25,26show that spikes of denser oxygen, and h
lium penetrate outward into the less dense envelope of
drogen, while bubbles of hydrogen move inward relative
the average location of the H/He boundary@Fig. 2~a!#. This
interpenetration occurs through the growth and nonlin
evolution of the RT instability.
Laser-based experiments can generate strong sh
initiated nonlinear hydrodynamic mixing conditions simil
to those found in SNe. In a set of experiments scaled
reproduce the hydrodynamics of the He–H interface
SN1987A about an hour after explosion, a strong shock w
passed through an interface separating dense ‘‘core’’ m
rial ~Cu! from the lower density outer envelope (CH2).
27,28A
2-D sinusoidal ripple~1-D wave vector! was imposed at the
interface. The subsequent 2-D growth due to the RM and
instabilities was measured by x-ray backlighting. Spikes
Cu penetrating upward into less-dense CH2 were observed as
a consequence of the RT instability@Fig. 2~b!#. This inter-
penetration was calculated in 2D withPROMETHEUSand the
simulations reproduced the observations very well.
A theoretical look at the relation between the hydrod
namics occurring in the SN versus in the laboratory exp
ment shows that a rigorous mapping exists. Consider
He–H interface at 1600 s in the SN and the Cu–CH interf
at 20 ns in the laser experiment. In both settings, the R
nolds number~the ratio of the inertial to the viscous force!
and the Peclet number~the ratio of the convective to the
conductive heat transport! are large. Therefore, viscosity an
thermal diffusivity are negligible, and the dynamics of th
interface are well described by Euler’s equations for a po
tropic gas:29
s
1644 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Remington et al.FIG. 2. ~Color! Mixing in supernova explosion hydrodynamics.~a! Image of simulated hydrodynamic mixing from SN1987A att512000 s~reproduced from
Ref. 25!. ~b! An image from a laser experiment designed to measure this hydrodynamic mixing of al5200mm wavelength ripple under scaled condition




























































which represent conservation of momentum, mass, and
tropy, respectively. It is straightforward to show by substi






whereh, r, p, andt correspond to characteristic spatial, de
sity, pressure, and time scales, and subscripts SN and
refer to the supernova and laboratory laser experiment,
spectively. When transformation~2! is inserted into Eq.~1!,
the constantsa, b, andc cancel, and the dynamics describ
by Euler’s equation are indistinguishable in the SN and
laser experiment. Both settings are probing the same phy
Any insights gained through the laser experiment apply
rectly to the SN through the mapping described by Eq.~2!.
For example, the hydrodynamics illustrated in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b! are similar, and can be related through the SN-
laboratory mapping ofh, r, p, t, and g5“p/r @Eq. ~2!#
giving 1011cm to 50mm, 831023 g/cm3 to 4 g/cm3, 40 to
0.6 Mbar, and 10g0 to 10
10g0 , where these values wer
taken at times of 2000 s for the SN and 20 ns for the la
ratory experiment.29 Here,g0 refers to the acceleration due
gravity at the surface of the earth.
An example where laboratory experiments can gene












instability growth in 2D versus 3D.PROMETHEUSsimulations
comparing the evolution of RT bubbles and spikes in t
and three dimensions in a proposed laboratory experim
show that single-mode 3D perturbations should penet
30%–50% farther than those in 2D. Initial laboratory resu
confirm this difference for single-mode perturbations.30
III. SUPERNOVA REMNANTS
While SN explosions mark the end of a massive st
they also mark the beginning of its new life as a superno
remnant~SNR!. Well-known examples of SNRs such as th
remnants of Tycho’s SN,31 Keplers SN,32 the Cygnus loop,33
SN1006,34 and the Crab nebula35 provide exquisite visual
testimony to their violent births. There are several act
areas of research regarding the dynamics and evolutio
SNRs which may be better understood with laser exp
ments.
Shock dynamics dominate the evolution of superno
remnants~SNRs!. The rapidly expanding ejecta from the s
pernova drive a shock forward into the surrounding mediu
and a reverse shock forms where the ejecta are decele
by the accumulating, shocked matter. The place where
ejecta and ambient medium meet, called the contact disc
tinuity, becomes hydrodynamically unstable. Currently t
most actively observed SNR is the young remnant form
around SN1987A. This remnant consists of the standard
ejecta expanding into the ambient medium, as well as a m
terious inner and two outer circumstellar nebular ring
which apparently existed prior to the SN explosion. Vario
models have been proposed for these rings, but as of ye
explanation fully explains their origin. The SN ejecta, ho
ever, are moving very fast (;104 km/s) compared to the
nearly static~;10 km/s! inner ring, which has a diameter o
;1 light year. It is widely expected that the ejecta-forwar
shock system will impact the inner edge of the inner ri
within the next;5 years. This should launch a strong sho
into the ring, heating it to 100–300 eV temperatures, a
cause emissions at all wavelengths, from optical to x-ray.36,37
Careful observation of this impact should shed light on
namics
1645Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 A review of astrophysics experiments on intense lasersFIG. 3. ~Color! Young supernova remnant dynamics.~a! Observational image of the inner circumstellar ring of SN1987A~Ref. 38 and http://
antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap980217.html!. ~b! Image from shock experiments designed to produce similar, scaled regimes of strong shock hydrody























































’’structure, composition, and hopefully origin of the rings. R
cent images of the inner ring38 show a rapidly brightening
localized hot spot@upper right corner of Fig. 3~a!#, suggest-
ing that the collision of the forward shock with the ring h
actually started. Spectral imaging of Lyman-radiation,
which is produced at the reverse shock, indicate that
reverse shock has traversed about 70% of the distance
the ring to the star.38
Laser experiments can produce shock structures sim
to those in an SNR, under well-scaled hydrodynam
conditions.29,39–41Experiments have been developed in 1D
reproduce the basic dynamics of SNR formation: fa
moving shock-induced ejecta sweeping into a surround
low density, static ambient atmosphere. This launches a
ward shock into the ambient medium and a reverse sh
into the stagnating ejecta@Fig. 3~b!#, much like the dynamics
of SNR formation. Indeed, the laboratory experiment can
modeled by the self-similar model of Chevalier42 developed
to describe the 1D dynamics of SNRs.
Two-dimensional experiments have commenced to
amine the hydrodynamic instabilities at the contact disco
nuity. One of the driving motivations for studying SN
physics relevant to SN1987A is the much anticipated imp
of the SN blast wave with the inner circumstellar nebu
ring. The interaction of the shock with the ring is sure to
rich in 3D, strong shock effects. A laser experiment is be
developed to elucidate the 3D nature of the interaction o
strong shock with a localized high density feature such a
sphere.43 The 3D development strongly affects the intera
tions, with azimuthal~3D! modes growing, and enhancin
the ‘‘shredding’’ of the sphere. A similar 3D effect is likel
for the interaction of the SN1987A blast wave with the inn
ring, and in shock-cloud interactions in general.44
Under the current conditions for the remnant




















tions described above for the explosion hydrodynam
might be applied again. For this to be relevant, one
to consider whether the shock is radiative, and whet
the ambient magnetic field localizes the plasma. For the c
rent conditions of SN1987A, the plasma density is lo
nough that the shocks are not radiative, that is, the radia
cooling time scale is long compared to a hydrodynamic ti
scale, t rad/thydro@1. Also, the ambient magnetic field
B5;100mGauss, is large enough that the ion Larmor
dius is much smaller than spatial scales of interest. Hen
the plasma can be treated hydrodynamically, the dynam
can be treated again with Euler’s equations, Eq.~1!, and the
same rigorous scale transformation@Eq. ~2!# holds. For the
SNR-to-laboratory transformation corresponding to the
experiment shown in Fig. 3~b!, we get 0.03 light year map
ping to 100mm, 104 km/s to 60 km/s, and 1 year mapping
1 ns,29 where these values correspond to the dynamics oc
ring at times of 13 years in the SNR and 8 ns in the labo
tory experiment. Once the shock impacts the ring, the sh
transmitted into the ring may well be radiative, due to t
much higher density. Then the simple Euler scaling will ha
to be modified.
Another well-known remnant, SN1006@Fig. 4~a!#, is a
good example of how shock wave analysis techniques
plied to recent images provide insights into the supern
that exploded in the year 1006 at a distance of 2 kpc.34 Spec-
tral analysis of shock induced astrophysical emissions
yield the temperature, degree of equilibration, ionizati
state, and velocity of the shock. With an additional meas
of the proper motion of the shock, the distance to the em
ting source can also be determined. Such analysis of
shock-induced emissions from the remnant of SN1006
given in Fig. 4~b!. Here, emission lines from hydrogen~Ly-
manb! and from 5-times-ionized oxygen~O VI! are identi-




1646 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Remington et al.FIG. 4. ~Color! Shocks in older supernova remnants.~a! Observational image of SN1006~Ref. 34 and http://www-cr.scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp/research/p
sn1006–i.gif!. ~b! Spectral analysis of the shocks from SN1006~reproduced from Ref. 34!. ~c! Experimental image of a shock launched by a 40 fs, 15 mJ la
pulse in a gas cluster target, and diagnosed by optical interometry~Ref. 49!. ~d! Spectral analysis of experimentally generated shocks in foam targets,






























canshock—a shock traversing a low-enough density med
that the plasma behind the shock front is not cooling rapi
by radiation,t rad/thydro@1. The conclusion from this spec
tral analysis is that plasma turbulence in the shock fron
not effective in producing temperature equilibration amo
the different ion species.
A long-standing mystery regarding astrophysical sho
is whether or not the electrons are strongly heated by
magnetized turbulence at the shock fronts of SNRs.45 The
impact of electrons upon ions dominates the production
some emission lines, while the impact of protons a
a-particles dominates other~lower threshold! emission
lines.34 In the case of the shocks of the remnant fro
SN1006 and in several other cases analyzed to date, the
tron temperature is found to be considerably below the
temperature,Te5Ti /4, for a Mach-50 shock.
34 This provides
evidence that the magnetized turbulence at the shock w
does not rapidly force equilibration of the electrons and
ions. Developing an experimental setting to check the th













possible, at least for some situations, and would be v
beneficial.
Laser-based experiments can produce strong sh
waves for study in a variety of ways. In an experiment us
a table-top laser, a gas jet target produces an assemb
clusters of atoms of order 10 nm in size, each contain
thousands of atoms. These clusters absorb the laser radi
from a 800 nm Ti:Sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 0
ps or less. This produces intense heating, disassembly o
clusters~‘‘a Coulomb explosion’’!, and radial expansion o
the 2 mm long by initially 50mm diameter laser-irradiated
hot, cylindrical channel.46–48 Under sufficiently collisional
conditions@Fig. 4~c!#, a Mach>10 shock wave forms tha
drives the surrounding gas outward.49 Whether a magnetized
shock can also be produced by this technique remains a t
for ongoing research.50 Given the high initial temperature o
the shock, and the ability to experimentally vary the dens
and gas species, creating radiative and nonradiative sh
should be possible by this technique.
In astrophysical systems and the laboratory, shocks
m
1647Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 A review of astrophysics experiments on intense lasersFIG. 5. Gamma ray bursts and relativistic plasmas.~ !
Time evolution of the photon burst detected fro
GRB920110~reproduced from Ref. 56!. ~b! Experimen-
tal g-ray energy spectrum from GRB910601~repro-
duced from Ref. 60!. ~c! Measured electron energy
spectrum from Petawatt laser experiments~reproduced
from Ref. 65!. ~d! Measured x-ray energy spectrum

















































ce,be produced for which radiation is essential to the dynam
Radiation from the shock wave can cause preheat, alte
the conditions ahead of the shock wave, and the sho
generated radiation can be an important component of
energy flow within the system. An example from astroph
ics is SN1993J, whose progenitor was a red supergiant
surrounded by a very dense stellar wind.51 The resulting
shock structure was strongly radiative and this affected
subsequent shock dynamics, leading to significantly hig
densities behind the shock front. Laboratory shocks in wh
radiation affects the dynamics can also be created and s
ied. An experiment in which low-density foam was direct
illuminated with an intense laser has been carried out,52 gen-
erating shocks whose radiation affected the matter ahea
them. Another radiative shock experiment53,54 has been con-
ducted where the shock was launched by irradiating a fo
target with soft x-rays rather than direct laser illuminatio
@The foam used was 50 mg/cm3 triacrylate foam (C15H20O6)
chemically doped with a chlorine monomer (C9H3O2Cl5) to
25% by weight chlorine.# Here, in three separate exper
ments, conditions were created corresponding to~1! pure hy-
drodynamics~subsonic radiation wave!, ~2! pure radiation
flow ~supersonic radiative wave!, and ~3! intermediate dy-
namics ~‘‘transonic’’ regime!. For each case, spectrosco
was used to determine the temperature profile in the plas
For the case of the subsonic radiation front, the tempera
behind the shock was determined spectroscopically,
shown in Fig. 4~d!. What remains is to develop the theore
ical transformation, mapping the conditions of astrophysi
radiative shocks such as those associated with the remna
SN1993J51 to the laboratory, so that laser experiments can
developed that are scaled reproductions of their astrophy
counterparts.
IV. GAMMA RAY BURSTS
Gamma-ray bursts~GRB! are the greatest enigma i
contempory astrophysics.55–59 Detected at a rate of mor
than one per day from random directions in the sky, GR






















energies of 0.1–10 MeV@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. GRB dis-
tances remained unknown for the past two decades, prima
because their radiation in all other wavelengths other t
g-rays was undetected. This changed recently with the de
mination of accurate positions, obtained within hours of o
burst by the BeppoSAX satellite. Optical spectroscopy of
‘‘afterglow’’ associated with the GRB has revealed abso
tion and emission lines, giving recession velocities and
first conclusive determinations of distances to GRBs or th
host galaxies. This has established that at least some o
GRBs are at cosmological distances of several billion lig
years~red shifts ofDl/l51 to 3!. To generate the observe
luminosities then requires total source energies
1051– 1053ergs/burst over;1–10 s. The rapid rise time an
rapid variability, Dt;1 ms, observed in some bursts@Fig.
5~a! GRB 920110B# imply a source size, Ri;cDt
;107– 108 cm, i.e., these tremendous total energies app
to be emitted from very compact sources.
The observed photon energy spectra of a GRB can
tend to;100 MeV and typically exhibits a ‘‘low-energy’’
component (E,E0) and a high energy component (E
.E0), the dividing energyE0 being called the ‘‘break en-
ergy.’’ GRBs are often parameterized by fitting the ener
spectra with the ‘‘Band function,’’60
NE~E!;E
ae2E/E0, for E,E0 ,
~3!
NE~E!;E
b, for E.E0 .
An example spectrum fitted with Eq.~3! is illustrated
for GRB911127 in Fig. 5~b!, where the fit parameters ar
a520.97, b522.4, andE05150 keV. Large groups of
GRBs can be categorized by their ‘‘Band parameter
which proves useful for testing various models. The fact t
GRB spectra have a power law shape~as opposed to Planck
ian! is often interpreted as suggesting that the source pla
is optically thin to the radiation observed.@There are other
models that allow an optically thick source.61 For the brief
discussion here, we will assume an optically thin sour
which is the more common assumption.# This presents a










































































1648 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Remington et al.act, their center-of-mass energy is;2(E1E2)
1/2, and the in-
teraction can produce55 an e1e2 pair if (E1E2)
1/2.mec
2.
Denote the fraction of photon pairs in a GRB satisfying t
condition as f p . The optical depth~OD! for the gg
→e1e2 process varies as OD; f p /Ri2, and is very large for
typical GRB conditions. These1e2 pairs are produced pro
digiously, and through Compton scattering, they would ma
the plasma optically thick, thermalizing the photon spectru
The observed spectra appear nonthermal, however, wh
the ‘‘compactness problem.’’
The fireball model was developed to resolve this pro
lem without introducing ‘‘new physics.’’55,58Here, an initial
release of;1052ergs of energy into a volume of spatial e
tent;107 cm ~by a mechanism not yet understood! creates a
relativistically hot fireball of photons and leptons, with






which, for typical parameters ofE5105121053ergs andRI
5103 km, givesT52 – 6 MeV. If there were no baryons, th
fireball would expand due to its own internal pressure, rea
ing highly relativistic velocities. Eventually, the fireba
would become optically thin, at which point it would radia
profusely and cool. The observed photons would bear
spectral shape they had the moment the fireball became
tically thin, and would appear thermal~Planckian!. With a
small admixture of baryons, however, the situation can
very different. The lepton component (e1e2) of the fireball
expands initially much more rapidly than the baryon comp
nent, due to the much lower mass/particle. This creates
electric field that drags the baryons along. Under appropr
conditions, a large fraction of the initial energy content of t
fireball can be transferred to the kinetic energy of the ba
ons, which also reach highly relativistic velocities. As t
fireball sweeps outward into the interstellar medium ISM
forward ~‘‘external’’ ! shock is launched into the ISM and
series of reverse~‘‘internal’’ ! shocks are created in the fire
ball ejecta. This shock system resembles that of a SNR~see
Sec. III!, and, within the fireball model, GRBs can b
thought of as relativistic SNRs.55,56 From the perspective o
an observer at rest in the ‘‘lab frame,’’ consider such a f
ward shock-reverse shock system where the shock veloc
are relativistic. The expanding cloud of baryons are assum
to transfer energy to electrons by the collisionless sh
mechanisms,62 and the electrons are assumed to create p
tons by synchrotron radiation or by inverse Compton scat
ing. Hence, one has a source of radiation~the shocks! mov-
ing toward the observer at relativistic velocities,55,59
characterized by a Lorentz factor,G51/(12v2/c2)1/2@1.
The observer detects photons with energyhvobs whereas in
the rest frame of the emission region, these photons ha
much lower energyhvobs/G. In the frame of the emitter, the
fraction of photons with energies high enough to produ
e1e2 pairs,f p , is now reduced by a factorG
2a. Also, due to
the high velocity of the source (12v/c!1), the character-























2G2 longer,55,61 giving Ri;G
2cDt. The net result is that the
optical depth for the processgg→e1e2 now varies as OD
; f p /G
412aRi
2, which for G.;100 resolves the compac
ness problem. Through the blue shift boost, we observe
high energy photons, but the emission region remains o
cally thin, giving the observedg-ray power-law spectrum
The kinetic energy of the GRB ejecta is randomized beh
reverse shocks, and emitted as high energy photons whe
shock is at a radius ofRint5G
2cDt51012– 1013cm, for G
5100– 300. The ‘‘afterglow’’ results from emissions behin
the forward shock at a radius ofRext.;10
17cm.
In summary, an initial fireball of leptons and photons
an initial temperature ofT;1 – 10 MeV expands relativisti-
cally. This accelerates a small admixture of baryons to re
tivistic velocities, thereby transferring the fireball initial the
mal energy to the kinetic energy of the radially expandi
baryons. The baryons expand into the ISM, creating a sys
of forward shock and several reverse shocks, with the
served GRB emission coming from the reverse shocks.
afterglow then comes from the forward shock. This can
thought of as a 4-step process:~1! a source or ‘‘engine’’
creates the initial radiation-lepton fireball;~2! the lepton fire-
ball thermal energy is transferred to the directed kinetic
ergy of baryons;~3! the baron expansion into the ISM gen
erates a forward shock-reverse shocks system; and~4! the
shocks randomize the baryon kinetic energy, which trans
nergy to photons. The overall expansion by this time
large, the plasma is optically thin, and the photons, on
created, escape.
Aspects of the underlying fireball physics may be acc
sible in the lab. As an example, we consider experiments
were done with an ultra-high intensity laser at powers rea
i g a petawatt.63,64 In these experiments, the laser pulses
;500 J of energy atl51 mm wavelength in 0.5–5 ps pulse
in a ;10 mm spot, gave laser intensities of;1020W/cm2.
The interaction of this pulse with the target leads to heat
of electrons~leptons! to relativistic temperatures equivalen
roughly to the ponderomotive potential of the laser be
~that is, the cycle-averaged kinetic energy of an electron
cillating in the laser electromagnetic field!. The relativistic
electron temperature is given by64
Thot5~1 MeV!F Il21019W cm22 mm2G
1/2
. ~5!
The experiments were carried out at a range of inten
ties, peaking at;331020W/cm2, corresponding to ‘‘labora-
tory fireball’’ temperatures of 1–5 MeV. These initial tem
peratures are intriguingly similar in magnitude to the init
conditions of the GRB lepton fireball@see Eq.~4!#, i.e.,
‘‘Step 1’’ in GRB generation. A typical measured electro
and positron energy spectrum65 is shown in Fig. 5~c!, show-
ing a broad peak at 5 MeV and energies extending up to
MeV. The measured and simulated bremsstrahlung spec
is shown in Fig. 5~d!. Fitting the bremsstrahlung data with a
I 0e
2hn/T functional form gives an exponential‘‘temperature
of Tg'4 MeV, consistent withTg'Thot given by Eq.~5!. It
is estimated that 40%–50% of the initial laser energy w
converted to these hot electrons, positrons, and photons,
wn
ea-
1649Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 A review of astrophysics experiments on intense lasersFIG. 6. The phase diagram and equation-of-state~EOS!
experiments relevant to the giant planets and bro
dwarfs.~a! Theoretical phase diagram of hydrogen~re-
produced from Ref. 77! relevant to Jupiter and the
brown dwarf G1229B.~b! Measured compression~den-
sity! versus shock-induced pressure, that is, the m
sured principle Hugoniot for cryogenic liquid D2 ~re-




























































ts oferating a laboratory fireball of leptons and radiation.@High
energy~.10 MeV! bremsstrahlung photons have also be
observed atTg'1.2 MeV in ultraintense laser experimen
(I Laser510
19W/cm2) at other facilities, suggesting that the
production is a general result of intense laser-ma
interactions.#66
Another intriguing observations in the petawatt expe
ments was the generation of luminous beams of prot
~baryons! from the rear of the target.64,67 Proton energies up
to at least 55 MeV were observed, and it is estimated that
of the initial laser energy ended up in this energetic, bri
proton beam. The mechanism proposed for generating
proton beam is acceleration by a collective electrost
~sheath! field generated by the hot electrons. Only a ve
small fraction of the hot electrons created in the laser-ta
interaction can leave the target before the resulting Coulo
potential traps the rest. The trapped hot electrons crea
sheath at the target surfaces with a scale length given by
Debye length (l De) of the hot electrons. This leads to a ve
strong sheath electrostatic field,64,68 Efield'kThot/(elDe),
which gives enormous field strengths of order MV/mm that
accelerate the proton jets. This proton acceleration contin
until the hot electrons are energetically depleted by trans
ring their energy to the protons. The proton energy (ep)
scales asep;Efield
2 ;~laser energy!. Ion jets have been ob
served in short-pulse, high intensity laser experiments
other facilities as well, suggesting that ion jet generation
common feature of laser-target interactions at very h
intensity.69,70 Strong magnetic field generation~.1 Mgauss!
has also been observed in ultraintense laser experimen71
with simulations predicting fields stronger yet~.100
Mgauss!.72
In GRB terminology, the initial hot lepton~electron!
fireball transfers its energy to the kinetic energy of the ba
ons~proton jet!, which are accelerated to high velocity, sim
lar to ‘‘Step 2’’ within the GRB fireball model. The lase
experiment baryon jet was not relativistic, but on future
sers with more energy, perhaps they could be. Furtherm
if the target had had a low density ambient gas or foam,
baryon jet would have launched a forward shock and reve

























The ‘‘high stakes tug of war’’ between quantum m
chanical degeneracy pressure and the more familiar gra
tional pressure was discussed above in Sec. II. A somew
more benign environment to consider strong degeneracy
fects is in the steady state interiors of the giant planets s
as Saturn and Jupiter and the newly discovered bro
dwarfs,7,73–76 as represented by the phase diagram77 shown
in Fig. 6~a!. Here, because of their lower mass,M
<0.08M sun, these bodies never ignite as stars, and the
generacy pressure and strongly coupled effects dominat
Strongly coupled plasmas are typically characterized
the dimensionless parameter,G5(Ze)2/akT, wherea is a
characteristic separation distance between ions. In plas
with G!1, thermal effects dominate and the plasma is c
sidered ‘‘ideal.’’ WhenG>1, the Coulomb interactions be
come an equal player, and the plasma enters the stro
coupled regime, represented by the region to the right
below theG51 line in Fig. 6~a!. WhenG.178, the plasma
becomes so strongly coupled that the ions freeze solid in
crystal lattice. Also, when the densities are high enough
temperatures low enough thatkT,eF , whereeF5pF
2/2me
5(1/8)(3/p)2/3(h2/me)ni
2/3}r2/3 is the Fermi energy, the
plasma is called degenerate, and is represented by the re
to the right and below theF5kT line in Fig. 6~a!. Here,
electron degeneracy pressure becomes a major part o
total pressure. The isentropes for Jupiter and the brown g
G1229B75 shown in Fig. 6~a! indicate that these bodies
which are made up predominantly of H and He,76 are both
strongly coupled and highly degenerate. Hence, the inte
structure,r(r ), T(r ), and to some extent the external ma
netic fields of the giant planets are determined by the EOS
degenerate hydrogen and helium at high pressure,P
51 – 100 Mbar. The EOS of strongly coupled, degener
plasma, however, is notoriously difficult to calculate fro
first-principles theories, due to the complexity of includin
quantum mechanical effects into classical thermodyna
theories. Experiments in this parameter regime are a v
component in efforts to improve our understanding of Ju
ter, the other giant planets, and brown dwarfs.
The EOS of a material can be determined by measu








































































1650 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Remington et al.the EOS of cryogenic deuterium, D~an isotope of hydrogen!
at applied pressures ranging from 220 kbar to 3.4 Mbar h
been made on recent laser experiments.77 In these experi-
ments, the transition of hydrogen from a molecular fluid
sulator phase to a monatomic metallic phase was unamb
ously observed. A clear departure from the stand
theoretical EOS models for hydrogen was found in the co
pressibility of D2 in this regime@Fig. 6~b!#. The results were
consistent with a new model that included the potential
ergy sink caused by molecular dissociation (D2→D1D).
These results, together with extensive results form gas-
experiments at lower pressure,78,79 have implications for the
composition and dynamics of the outer layers of Jupiter,
other giant planets, and brown dwarfs.
The pressure and temperature in the mantle of Jup
near the surface are in the range of 1–3 Mbar and less
of an eV. Deeper in the interior, the pressure and tempera
increase, rising to 40 Mbar and a couple of eV at t
center.80 Near the surface, hydrogen exists as the molec
H2, but dissociates to H1H and ionizes deeper in the mantl
This transition of hydrogen from insulator to conductor
important because conducting H in the convective zone
thought to create the 10–15 Gauss magnetic field
Jupiter.81 One of the fundamental open questions about
interior of Jupiter is whether there is a sharp boundary
plasma phase transition~PPT!, between a molecular hydro
gen mantle and a monatomic hydrogen core at a radiu
;0.75RJ and pressure of 3 Mbar. The regimes accessed
the laser and gas-gun experiments represented on Fig.~b!
span this critical transition from mantle to core of Jupit
and suggest that a sharp discontinuity between molec
~mantle of Jupiter! to monatomic~core of Jupiter! hydrogen
does not exist. The experiments77,81 suggest that on the Jo
vian isentrope molecular hydrogen probably begins to dis
ciate at 400 kbar and dissociation continues smoothly
completion at;3 Mbar, with metallization occurring right in
the middle of this region at;1.4 Mbar and;4000 K. It now
seems likely81 that currents near the surface of Jupiter,
radii out to 0.95RJ contribute to the surface magnetic fiel
whereas previously it was thought that the magnetic fi
was formed deeper in the interior at;0.75RJ . The EOS of
astrophysically relevant materials are being measured
several other laser facilities as well.82–87 This whole area of
measuring high pressure EOS on intense lasers repre
fertile new territory for planetary and astrophysics resear
Finally, we mention in closing that descriptions of th
structure of white dwarfs have been a long standing theo
ical challenge.88 Although conditions in the interior are prob
ably not within experimental reach in the foreseeable futu
the outer atmospheres are not so physically remote. Typ
values for temperature, density, and pressure for a ca
white dwarf atmosphere89 range from 105 K, 1 g/cm3, 2
Mbar to 106 k, 102 g/cm3, 1 Gbar, respectively. An under
standing of white dwarf atmospheres is important beca
the atmosphere determines the cooling rate. These condi
are extreme, to be sure, but fall within the realm of expe
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